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Abstract

ABSTRACT

The importance of evaluating user experience (UX) for different types of application is in

creasing gradually and so are the varieties of methods of UX evaluation. Among various

application context, interactive and entertaining computing systems are one of the dominant

application context these days. In order to keep the interactive computing and entertaining

systems sustainable in business, satisfying the user needs is a must, while UX evaluation

plays a vital role in this respect. Again, user experience of gaming context as a part of inter

active entertaining system is largely impacted by users’ emotions. Among various types of

games, serious game is a particular type which provides some purpose along with common

gaming entertainment; for example, a simulation game for healthcare training program.

The existing literature shows that UX evaluation of serious games are mostly carried out

using subjective methods (questionnaires, survey). Thus, the objectives of this thesis are

firstly, to show how objective methods (neurological and physiological measures) can be

used to infer users’ emotional experience. Secondly, whether there exists any correlation

between neurological and physiological measures. To attain these objectives, a machine

learningbased approach considering both the neurological and physiological measures is

proposed to evaluate the users’ emotions (UX) while playing serious game. The proposed

approach is simulated through an experimental study with 25 participants to evaluate UX of

an educational serious game –‘Programming Hero’. The finding of the study indicates that

neurological and physiological measures can infer users’ emotions as well as a correlation

exists to some extent between neurological and physiological data while evaluating UX of

serious games.
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Chapter One: Introduction

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter comprises of the thesis background, motivation and problem statement, thesis

objectives, methodological overview, thesis scope and organization of the thesis. Firstly, it

provides a brief discussion on the thesis background to introduce the thesis topic. Next, it

highlights the motivation and problem statement of the thesis. Then, the thesis objectives

are presented followed by methodological overview and scope of the thesis. Finally, the

organization of the remaining chapters are described.

1.1 Thesis Background

IT (information technology) systems have become a part and parcel of our day to day life in

keeping pace with the technological progress that has been on the rise in this 21st century.

Among these diverse range of IT systems, the quantity of interactive computing systems are

increasing gradually to make human life comfortable in every aspect possible. These vari

ety of IT systems have become closely bounded with our daily life starting from our regular

social communication through online communication media to online financial transaction,

online shopping, transportation using riding service apps, online food delivery service apps

and many more that have made our life much easier.

Because of such grave importance of interactive computing systems in our daily life, the

importance of studying how various systems can be developed to ensure successful interac

tion between human and computing systems are also on the rise. This study that concerns

to what extent computing systems can be interactive with humans in order to fullfill user

needs is known as HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) [1]. The primary goal of HCI is to
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Chapter One: Introduction

improve interactive experience between user and system in such a way so that the system

satisfies the required user needs completely as well as ensures userfriendly and comforting

experience. The importance of interaction between user and computing systems is immense

because without integrating the viewpoints of users a system can never persist to serve its

purpose successfully among its intended users.

The utilization of an interactive computing system by the intended consumers not only de

pends on the users’ desired requirements being fullfilled thoroughly but is also highly de

pendent on how much the users value the system, their attitude and feelings towards using

the system and such. In short, users’ interaction or experience with a system bears great

significance on whether the IT system would persist in the long run of technological ad

vancement. Thus the means and easiness of user interaction greatly affect user experience

(UX) in the field of humancomputer interaction (HCI) which is defined as users’ perspec

tives as well as both practical and affective responses resulting from using the system [2]. As

defined by ISO 9241210:2010 standard, userexperience is the overall perception of a user

basing on their abilities and constraints towards using a system resulting from their attitude,

emotion, behaviour, beliefs and psychophysiological responses regarding the system’s ex

pected use [3]. A user experience of a system that is meaningful and gives positive vibes

helps the system eventually to gain users’ confidence towards using that system whereas

a bad user experience leads a system to become outdated eventually [4]. Moreover, user

experience also helps to conduct further improvements of a system so that its productivity

increases. As a result, user experience is important for users so that they can use a system

conveniently as well as important for the system designers and developers so that the system

is able to sustain in the competitive business world.

User experience evaluation has become a very concerning issue these days because of its

significance to keep an IT system stay in business. There are different kinds of evaluation

measures to assess UX of a system which varies from subjective to objective assessment

such as interviews, rating scales, surveys are some of the subjective measures and perfor

mance measure, physiological and neurological response etc. are some of the objective

measures [5]. These evaluation measures are used to evaluate IT applications developed for

2



Chapter One: Introduction

various purpose on various software environments. For example, eye tracking, facial move

ments, electrocardiography and electrodermal activity are some objective measures that are

being used for UX evaluation of online advertising websites, PC games and desktopbased

advertising respectively [6, 7, 8]. However, among these variety of subjective and objec

tive evaluation measures, objective measures are usually preferred than the latter one for

providing better evaluation results [9].

1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement

Gaming experience is a widely evaluated context for UX evaluation in the field of enter

tainment industry [10]. The gaming context includes different types of games and among

them serious game is one of the wellknown gaming applications focused on teaching or

training. More precisely, serious games are referred to the games which are aimed towards

a particular purpose rather than pure entertainment usually used in education or semiformal

educational settings [11]. Again, emotion is one of the attributes that is largely affected in an

entertainmentbased computing environment like gaming experience [12]. UX evaluation

of serious games are usually performed using subjective measures particularly by question

naires [13]. Again, emotion inferring from objective methods like physiological and neu

rological response are mostly used to provide interactive experience rather than evaluating

UX. It is thus quite obvious that some issues require further investigation regarding the ap

plicability of objective measures particularly neurological and physiological measures for

evaluating serious games basing on user’s emotional experience. Therefore, the problem

statements could be formulated as follows:

a. Emotions are mostly measured using objective methods ( neurological and physio

logical measures) for evaluating the UX while subjective methods are usually dis

regarded in this aspect as emotion is accompanied by psychophysiological reaction

inherently.

b. Emotionbased UX evaluations are mostly adopted to evaluate the UX of gaming

application because user emotion bears a vital impact while experiencing within a

3



Chapter One: Introduction

gaming environment.

c. In case of serious games, UX is evaluated predominantly using subjective methods;

questionnaires to be specific rather than taking users’ emotional experience into con

cern for UX evaluation by using objective methods (neurological and physiological

measures).

d. Most of the educational serious games are focused to the computer programming

domain and are evaluated using subjective methods whereas neurological and physi

ological measures (objective methods) are not used to derive users’ emotional expe

rience.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are thus associatedwithUX evaluation of an interactive comput

ing environment and that is, a serious game application. The intention of this UX evaluation

is to explore how users’ emotional experience using objective methods such as neurological

and physiological measures can be used to evaluate UX of a serious game application. In a

broader perspective, this research covers the fields of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI)

and Serious Games. In short, the objectives of this research are stated below:

Firstly, to show how neurological and physiological measures are used to evaluate the

user’s emotional experience in playing serious games.

Secondly, to explore the correlation between physiological and neurological data in

assessing the user’s emotional experience for serious games.

These research objectives will result in two expected outcomes. Firstly, a practical ap

proach for evaluating user’s emotional experience through physiological and neurological

measures in playing serious games. Secondly, results regarding correlation between phys

iological and neurological data to evaluate user’s emotional experience in playing serious

games.

4



Chapter One: Introduction

1.4 Methodological Overview

The methodology of this thesis follows an experimental procedure followed by an exten

sive systematic literature review which has been carried out in a wellstructured way. The

steps of this thesis can be broadly organized into four groups – systematic literature review,

experiment design, experimental study and experimental data analysis. Figure 1.1 shows a

process flow of the methodical organization as well as the purpose of each step are briefly

discussed subsequently.

Fig. 1.1. Process flow of the research methodology

Systematic Literature Review: The steps of the systematic literature review consists of

three broad phases; namely planning the review, conducting the review and reporting the

review. At first, the review is planned following a search strategy, defining some inclusion

and exclusion criteria, and finalizing the review materials. Then, the data are extracted to

conduct the review. Lastly, the review findings along with the research gaps and future

research opportunities are reported.

The experimental study comprises of three sequential phases  experimental design, con

ducting the experiment and, data analysis and proposed framework which are discussed as

follows:

Experimental Design: This phase is concerned with designing the experiment in a system

atic way which consists of selecting the required apparatus such as selecting an application

context, defining emotional states and selecting evaluation measures; setting up the partic

ipant profile and defining the study procedure to conduct the experiment.

5
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Conducting the Experiment: The experiment is conducted in this phase with the intended

participants. The required data are collected using the selected evaluation measures for the

selected application context and then processed. The processing involves preprocessing the

data and selecting certain features for further analysis.

Data Analysis and Proposed Framework: Here, the data are analyzed for emotional state

classification where a proposed extended framework using machine learning techniques is

presented. Furthermore, a correlation analysis between the selected UX evaluation measure

(neurological and physiological data) is performed in this phase.

1.5 Thesis Scope

The scope of this thesis can be defined from a number of perspectives. Assessment of in

teractive computing system can be performed basing on UX and usability parameters. The

scope of this research is limited to only evaluating UX. Regarding UX evaluation methods,

which are broadly classified as subjective and objective methods; the UX evaluation meth

ods used for this research is confined to objective methods only. Among different objective

methods, neurological and physiological measures are taken into concern which are primar

ily responsible to have large impact on users’ emotional experience. Emotions play a very

important role while users play games. Again, from contextual perspective of gaming en

vironment, serious game is narrowed down from a variety of games such as arcade games,

adventure games etc. Among different focuses of serious games; educational based, partic

ularly a programmingbased mobile application game within the computer science domain

is selected to conduct the respective experimental study because of the wide use of such

applications which are mostly evaluated using subjective methods.

1.6 Organization of the Chapters

The organization of the thesis for the remaining chapters is as follows:

Chapter 2: This chapter presents the ‘Theoretical Background’ which discusses the relevant

concepts for the concerned research area. These concepts cover humancomputer interac

tion (HCI), userexperience (UX) and usability, UX evaluation measures including neuro

6



Chapter One: Introduction

logical and physiological measures as objective methods as well as subjective methods, UX

and emotion, gaming context and UX including serious games and, machine learning and

emotion classification.

Chapter 3: This chapter presents the ‘RelatedWork’. Here, the methodology of the system

atic literature review is discussed elaborately followed by the outcomes of the review study

as well as research gaps and future research opportunities. Finally, the focused research

opportunity for this thesis is stated along with a critical summary to highlight the issues for

which the particular research opportunity has been chosen for further research in this thesis.

Chapter 4: This chapter presents the ‘Experimental Study’ which is broadly distributed

among the sequential phases  experiment design, conducting the experiment and, data anal

ysis and proposed framework. Experiment design combines apparatus selection, participant

profile and study procedure. After that, data collection and data processing is covered in

conducting the experiment. Lastly, data analysis and proposed framework discusses the

process of emotional state classification along with the proposed extended framework and

also, a correlation analysis between the selected evaluation measures.

Chapter 5: This chapter presents the ‘Discussions and Conclusions’. Finally, the thesis is

concluded in this chapter with a summarized discussion of research outcomes and research

implications. This chapter also includes certain limitations and possible future work of this

research.

7
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CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter briefly discusses some of the key concepts to provide basic theoretical knowl

edge regarding the background of this thesis. At first, a preliminary discussion on Human

Computer Interaction (HCI) is presented. Next, the characteristics of UX and usability are

outlined followed by an elaborate discussion on UX evaluation measures. Then, the impact

of UX on user emotion is explained. After that, the importance of UX in the context of

gaming environment along with the classification of games are discussed. Lastly, machine

learning techniques and its application for classifying emotions are described.

2.1 HumanComputer Interaction (HCI)

Humancomputer interaction is the study of the design and use of computer technology that

is focused on the interactive experiences between human and computer systems [14]. HCI

has promoted the importance of cognitive science and human factors while designing a com

puting system. A system is always developed for its intended users and so satisfying user

requirements in the most userfriendly and efficient approach is the primary concern of sys

tem design. To understand user requirements and how their acceptability towards a system

works is largely dependent on different types of human factors (emotion, attitude, feelings

and so on). These human factors help to improve a system’s overall aspect including its fea

tures, functionality, context of use etc. as well as assures its success and persistence among

the intended users. Considering the the effect of human factors along with the context of use

of a system, the ISO 9241 has presented a framework regarding the lifecycle of the devel

opment of a human computing interactive system [15]. Figure 2.1 adapted from [15] shows

8



Chapter Two: Theoretical Background

that this lifecycle is a repeated process which initiates with identifying the need for user

requirements, then understanding the purpose of use within a context, specifying user/orga

nizational requirements, creating design and executing solutions, and finally performing the

evaluation of the solutions to understand whether the system satisfies the user requirements.

This evaluation of solutions is particularly concerned with UX and usability. As a result, the

importance of HCI is on the rise as more and more interactive computing systems are being

developed nowadays. HCI has introduced a number of measures to evaluate the level and

quality of interaction between human and computing systems [16]. These measures of HCI

are broadly classified between the principal parameters of HCIbased systems’ evaluation

procedure which are UX and usability. In short, these parameters of HCI measure is aimed

to provide safe, usable, and efficient systems to everyone with utmost ease, comfort and

userfriendliness attributes.

Fig. 2.1. The lifecycle framework of HCI development (ISO 9241)

9
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2.2 Userexperience (UX) and Usability

The broad field of HCI is defined by the three core aspects – design, evaluation and imple

mentation [17]. Among these, design is a very crucial aspect in the development lifecycle

of a system [18]. The design of a system is influenced by a number of factors where user

requirement plays themost vital role [19, 20]. If the design of a system is not devised accord

ing to user requirements, then the system loses its acceptability from the users eventually.

UX and usability are two of the parameters that are taken into concern very consciously

while ensuring a system meets up the user requirements accordingly. The terms UX and

usability are interrelated and often used interchangeably to measure whether the user re

quirements are satisfied but there lies some significant distinction between the two terms

[21]. UX is concerned with the thorough experience of a user while they use a system that is

more inclined towards their emotional views while usability is assessing the quality of their

usage of a system basing on generally effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction criteria [22].

The components of UX are displayed in Figure 2.2 adapted from [23] which indicates UX

is grouped into three types of components broadly  perception that concerns instrumental

qualities, users’ reactions concerning emotions and perception that concerns qualities that

are not instrumental. Instrumental qualities are defined as the attributes which are oriented

with differnet types of tasks such as usefulness and utility. On the otherhand, some exam

ples of qualities which are not instrumental are related to aesthetic features, aspects which

are symbolic and motivational characteristics. The user reactions related to emotions are

the mostly influenced attribute of UX evaluation which involves feelings (subjective), ex

pressions that are motor driven, reactions caused by physiological activities and cognitive

judgements. In contrast, the ISO usability framework is shown in Figure 2.3 adapted from

[24] which illustrates the components of usability as well as the interconnectivity between

the product, context of use and intended goals.

In summary, UX is measured depending on achieving different hedonic goals such as

human behavior, emotion and response that generates from an interactive experience, and

usability is measured depending on achieving some sort of performance goals such as learn

ability, safety, accessibility and the likes [25]. Figure 2.4 specifies some properties of UX

10



Chapter Two: Theoretical Background

Fig. 2.2. Basic components of user experience (UX)

Fig. 2.3. The usability framework by ISO

and usability which are generally used to define these two terms [26]. Both UX and usabil

ity bears much importance while developing a system as it is focused to users’ concern and

desires in the most convenient way [27, 28].

2.3 UX Evaluation Measures

A system gains its acceptability and loyalty from the users when it attains the capability of

providing high quality user experience [29, 30]. As such, evaluation of UX is a mainstream

11
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Fig. 2.4. Properties of UX and usability

activity in HCI [31]. Without evaluating UX, it becomes uncertain whether the system sat

isfies user requirements accurately. To ensure this, there are different types of methods for

UX evaluation which are primarily classified as subjective methods and objective methods

and are mainly concerned with user participation [32]. Subjective methods are usually de

fined as the methods which involves data from a user’s personal judgements and beliefs

like rating a system basing on how effectively it satisfies the user requirements whereas

objective methods usually involve data from observations like facial expressions of a user

basing on how stressed or calm he/she is feeling [33]. It is important to understand which

method (subjective or objective) to use for UX evaluation that will bring out useful eval

uation results for a particular context. For example, Biduski et al. [34] evaluated UX of

a mobile health application using questionnaire (subjective method). Again, Staiano et al.

[35] evaluated UX of some media player applications using both questionnaires (subjective

method), facial expression and performance metrics (objective methods). The evaluation

of UX plays a substantial role in determining successful utilization of a system.

2.3.1 Subjective and objective methods

Subjective methods are described as those methods which are basically assessment driven

by user opinions towards any product or service. It depends on individual point of views and

preferences of users and also, the evaluation results are based on facts which are not tactile

and cannot be measured or quantified. On the contrary, objective methods of evaluation

12
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are measurable nor quantifiable, that is, it makes an effort to quantify values of evaluation

data. For instance, how satisfied a user is with a system’s features can be assessed by both

subjective and objective evaluation methods. If users’ satisfaction is measured by asking

him/her questions, then the outcomes of this evaluation method would be obviously influ

enced by his/her personal preference which is subjective evaluation. Again, if the users’

satisfaction is measured by using some performance metrics to see whether he/she can per

form certain tasks, then the outcomes of this evaluation method would be measurable and

is termed as objective evaluation. As a result, the basic difference between subjective and

objective evaluation lies in the fact that the outcomes of objective evaluation is measurable

by anyone and not only by the observer but the outcomes of subjective evaluation might

be different because it depends on the observer [36]. Figure 2.5 shows some of the mostly

used subjective and objective methods of evaluation. For example, subjective methods in

clude interviews, surveys, rating scale and questionnaires and objective methods include

performance metrics, behaviour observation and neurological and physiological response.

Fig. 2.5. Examples of subjective and objective methods

2.3.2 Neurological and physiological measures

One of the major portion of objective evaluation methods consists of user responses from

various kinds of neurological and physiological attributes. Human emotion, behavior, per

ception and contentment towards using a system are often regulated by their neurological

and physiological responses [37]. These variety of neurological and physiological responses

are widely used for evaluating humancomputing interacting systems because of its notable
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advantages such as reliability, implicitness, multidimensional, continuous responsiveness

and such [38]. Electroencephalography (EEG), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), func

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are some of the activities that belongs to neu

rological measures whereas cardiovascular, electrodermal, facial expression, eye tracking,

respiration etc. are some of the activities that belongs to physiological measures [39]. Figure

2.6 shows different types of neurological and physiological measures. Psychophysiological

measures are usually preferred more for HCI research as it is considered to provide better

insights than the measures like questionnaire and surveys [38]. Similarly, like evaluation

methods, it is required to identify how neurological and physiological measures individu

ally or jointly can bring about a wide range of valuable findings for different application

context.

Fig. 2.6. Examples of neurological and physiological measures

2.4 UX and Emotion

UX involves both affective and practical experiences of users towards using a product or

system where users’ affective experience are usually defined as their emotional experience

[40]. Thus, there persists a close relation between userexperience and emotion. These

emotional experiences of users are highly influenced by their neurological and physiologi
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cal process [41]. So, neurological and physiological measures play a very useful role while

inferring emotions to evaluate userexperience of a system. Once a user interacts with a

system, he/she experiences a number of emotions. Figure 2.7 indicates the relation between

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and AaronWalter’s adapted hierarchy of user needs [42]. This

relation shows that positive or negative whatever the emotion is, emotional experience helps

to create a longlasting impact on user experience. Thus, emotional experiences are im

portant to evaluate user experience because emotions are inherently natural and they often

reflect the true viewpoint of a user while they interacts with a system [43]. The viewpoints

acts as a vital factor in the determining success of a system as positive experiences moti

vate the users to use the system more widely. On the otherhand, negative experiences help

the designers to improve the design of a system in a more user intuitive way. Again, posi

tive and negative emotional experiences might vary basing particular context. For example,

‘fear’ is generally termed as a negative emotional experience but for a context like horror

games where various intensity of fear emotion is expected from users and this fear is termed

as positive emotional experience in this regard [44]. Consequently, basing on different con

text, perceiving clear perspective of intended users is a very important matter of concern

while evaluating UX of interactive computing systems through emotional experience.

Fig. 2.7. Relation between Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and emotional design
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2.5 Gaming Context and UX

Interactive applications are being developed for a wide range of context these days where

advertising, entertainment industry, healthcare, education and ecommerce are some of the

widely prevailing ones [45]. Among these application areas, entertainment industry is a

huge sector which largely involves gaming environment and social media. Gaming context

is such an application area which is entertains all ages and types of users basing on its

purpose. Moreover, the presence of user or user involvement is very intense in case of

interactive gaming application areas because there is a one to one relationship between the

user and the system and so there exists a constant thirst for seeking entertainment through

the games [46]. Users’ experience a variety of events while they play any type of game.

Both psychological and neurological attributes are affected in a variety of ways during their

engagement in a game playing session. Evaluating this intensity of engagement is basically

user experience and can bring about a lot of useful information which can further aid to

improve a game’s design. Hence, in order to design interactive gaming applications in

accordance with users’ satisfaction and expectations, evaluating UX of gaming context is

an essential matter of concern.

2.5.1 Classification of games

There are different types of games which can be classified in many ways. It depends on

users’ age, interest, userfriendly interface, comforting application platform and on a lot of

other characteristics. Among all these different ways of classification, Vlachopoulos et al.

has provided a very organized way to classify games basing on a number of characteristics

in his study [47]. According to this study, games have been divided into five categories

which are purpose, content, technical characteristics, platform and type of a game. A game

might belong to a subgroup of a category or to a combination of multiple subgroup of a

category. The purpose of the game could be knowledge acquisition, skill acquisition, content

understanding and engagement. Next, the content of the game could be any subject social

(social science, language, mathematics and such), social attributes (learning some social

skill) and intuitive control (controlling car speed in racing games). Then, the technical
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characteristic of a game could be different strategies, techniques/approaches and modes.

The game platform could be console/handheld, online (webbased or mobilebased) and

networked. Lastly, the game type could be defined as arcade, adventure, action and serious

games. Figure 2.8 shows the summary of the classification of games adapted from [47].

Fig. 2.8. Classification of games

2.5.2 Serious games

Serious games have a particular purpose which is rendered in an entertaining way through

gaming experience [11]. The purpose of serious games can be of various types such as

education, healthcare, military training programs and the likes where some specific users

receive something useful that is more than mere entertainment [48]. A study by Laamarti et

al. [49] shows a taxonomy for classifying different types of serious games as displayed in

Figure 2.9. The taxonomy is divided into four groups  context (education, training, com

munication, healthcare, wellbeing, others), activity (physiological, neurological, physical

effort), mode (visual, auditory, haptic, others), means of interaction (tactile interface, brain

interface, eye gaze, others) and environment (virtual reality, social presence, mobility, on

line). Some examples of existing serious games are discussed as follows; a serious game

Tactical Language and Culture Training System (TLCTS) is aimed towards teaching com

munication skills regarding nonnative or foreign language [50]. Again, a serious game
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purposed for medical training program is (JDoc  junior doctor medical simulator) which

helps to train junior medical doctors [51]. Another similar medical training based serious

game is the Pulse [52]. Mathbreakers is a serious game which is intended to provide basic

mathematics teaching facilities for students [53]. Another serious game uses role play strat

egy to provide educational facilities for learning language online [54]. Figure 4.1 presents

snapshots of some serious game applications among the abovediscussed ones. So, it is ev

ident that serious games are intended for learning experience and specific goals are defined

that allow a player to get engaged or involved in a game and gather learning experience.

The expected learning experience is highly dependent on how much users are involved into

the game and measuring this learning experience helps to assure the effectiveness of serious

games. Therefore, evaluating UX of serious games is one of the best ways to assure how

much the intended learning experience of users are achieved.

Fig. 2.9. Taxonomy for classification of serious games

2.6 Machine Learning

The study of machine learning (ML) involves those type of computer algorithms which has

the ability to improve consistently through a process of experience from a sample dataset

[55]. The advantage of using machine learning algorithms is that very minimum or no inter

vention of human is required and certain patterns and trends could be predicted conveniently

from a huge amount of data. Machine learning algorithms can be primarily classified into

four types  supervised, unsupervised, semisupervised and reinforcement learning where

supervised learningworks on dataset that is labelled, unsupervised learningworks on dataset
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(a)Medical training based serious game (b)Mathematics teaching based serious game

(c) Language learning based serious game

Fig. 2.10. Snapshots of serious games (a) medical training program (b) language learning
program (c) mathematics teaching program

that is not labelled, semisupervised learning considers dataset that are labelled and unla

belled, and reinforcement works in a environment that is dynamic by adopting appropriate

action for maximizing reward in a definite situation [56]. Figure 2.11 shows the types of

machine learning as discussed. The basic procedure of machine learning algorithms is to

predict a feature using classification process, known as target feature or dependent feature

basing on a number of independent features. The general process of machine learning tech

nique is shown in Figure 2.11 adapted from [57]. It demonstrates how some data of past

known as training data is used for building the machine learning model and basing on this

trained model later on new data known as testing data is used for predicting the target fea

ture.
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Fig. 2.11. Types of machine learning

Fig. 2.12. Machine learning process

2.6.1 Application of machine learning for emotion classification

There exists a variety of algorithms among each of the type of machine learning techniques.

But in the area of emotional experience prediction using machine learning (ML) techniques,

supervised algorithms are mostly used because it is comparatively easier to predict emotions

for a labelled dataset [58]. Another category of supervised learning algorithms for more

efficient prediction is using multiple learning algorithms for achieving better performance

of prediction than could be achieved from any of the algorithms alone is called ensemble

learning [59]. The prediction accuracy of these algorithms vary depending on the type of

dataset as well as the features used for predicting. It also depends on the size of dataset
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and the number of features. For example, some algorithm can give better prediction for a

particular context but lower prediction accuracy for another context [60]. Moreover, there

does not exist any particular criteria for choosing which algorithm is best for which type

of application. As a result, the applicability of ML algorithms is highly dependent on a

number of variables such as type of context, size and type of dataset and the likes. Anyhow,

machine learning is a modern and efficient technique to observe different trends and obtain

useful information for a research area.

2.6.2 Machine learning algorithms

Among different types of supervised algorithms some of the traditional and ensemble learn

ing algorithms used for this thesis purpose are RandomForest (RF), Support VectorMachine

(SVM), KNearest Neighbour (KNN), Xgboost, Catboost and Adaboost. These algorithms

have been chosen because of their relevancy to emotional prediction [61, 62]. A brief de

scription regarding these algorithms are prescribed below [63, 64]:

Random Forest (RF): Random forest constructs a number of decision trees and consolidates

them to get a more exact and stable expectation. The aim of utilizing a decision tree (DT)

is to develop a model as training model which can be used to estimate the target variable’s

class through learning basic rules of decision construed from earlier data, that is, training

data. Rather than looking for the main feature during the splitting process of a node, it looks

for the finest feature among different randomly distributed features.

Support Vector Machine (SVM): Every data is plotted as a coordinate in a space which has

n dimensions where n equals to the total number of features. Each coordinate represents the

value of each feature. The classification is done by searching the hyperplane which sepa

rates the two classes quite well. There can be numerous hyperplanes that can perform this

classification; however the goal is to find that hyperplane that has a margin which is the

highest, that is, which implies greatest distances between two of the classes, so that when

a new data is required to be classified, the classification between two classes can be done

easily.

KNearest Neighbour (KNN): KNN follows a principle where an assumption is made that
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each data that falls close to one another falls in a similar class. This implies that similar data

are close to one another.This algorithm chooses a number ‘k’ which is the closest neighbor

to the data that would be classified. The principle is searching the distance between all the

points in the dataset and a specified query, choosing a specific number ‘k’ nearest to the

query and finally voting for the label which is most frequent.

Fig. 2.13. Supervised learning algorithms for emotion prediction purpose

Xgboost: The definition of XGboost is ‘extreme gradient boosting’. In gradient boosting,the

learners which are weak are basically regression trees. One of the leaves of each regression

tree possess a score that is continuous and a data (input) is mapped to it. XGBoost uses

a function termed as loss function and tries to minimize it. The objective of loss function

is based on differences between the target and estimated outputs. A continuous interation

process is followed by the training where new trees are added that estimate the errors of

earlier trees. Then, these residuals gets combined with earlier tress in in order to perform

the intended prediction finally.

Catboost: CatBoost follows a principle which follows a greedy manner. In particular, Cat
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Boost consolidates every features which are categorical and all possible combinations ef

fectively utilized for earlier splits in the present tree with all mentioned type of features of

the dataset for each split of a tree. In sum, CatBoost depends on ‘gradient boosted decision

trees’. While training, a bunch of decision trees is constructed continuously. Each progres

sive tree is created with diminished loss in comparison with the earlier trees.

Adaboost: Adaboost is characterized as ‘adaptive boosting’. The algorithm establishes an

arrangement of weak learners on training data which are of various weights. It begins by

anticipating dataset which is original and provides equivalent load to every observation. If

using the first learner provides incorrect prediction, then a greater load is given to the ob

servation which has provided the incorrect prediction. During this iterative cycle, it keeps

on adding learner(s) until a breaking point is reached in the quantity of models or precision.

The discussed algorithms are summarized in a hierarchical chart shown in Figure 2.13.
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CHAPTER THREE

RELATEDWORK

This chapter discusses the methodology of the systematic literature review following four

steps which are  search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, finalizing the review ma

terials, and data extraction. Then, the outcomes of the review study are discussed in an

organized manner. Basing on the review outcomes, a number of research gaps and future

research opportunities are prescribed afterwards. Then, the focused research opportunity for

this thesis and an overview of some of the existing studies that are related to the concerned

experimental study are discussed. Lastly, a critical summary is presented to emphasize the

issues that motivated to conduct further study regarding the focused research opportunity:

3.1 Methodology for Literature Review

The systematic literature review (SLR) approach suggested by Kitchenham [65, 66] is fol

lowed to review the research articles. The aims of this literature review are to explore the

significance and effectiveness of neurological and physiological measures in evaluating us

ability and UX of information systems; existing neurological and physiological measures

used in different context and software platforms; comparative views among the neurologi

cal and physiological measures for evaluating UX and usability as well as investigating the

possible future research opportunities in such aspects. The steps for this literature review

are discussed in a chronological manner as follows:
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3.1.1 Search strategy

Apart from Google search engine, a number of scholarly digital databases were used to find

out the related literature for this review study that includes Google Scholar, SpringerLink,

ScienceDirect, ACM Digital Library, Scopus, IEEE Xplore, PubMed and Wiley Online Li

brary. A number of search strings were used for searching research articles from different

digital databases. Boolean operators have been used for search syntax which are AND and

OR. Also, a wild card character * is used in some search queries which indicates matching

results with one or more characters. The keywords were searched in different set of combi

nations in title, abstract and keywords of a certain article as can be seen in the search syntax

format of the different sources. A summary regarding the finally selected total number of ar

ticles with respect to source (digital database/library) is portrayed in Table 3.2 which shows

most articles have been gathered from Google Scholar and SpringerLink Digital Library.

3.1.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

A number of inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined to select the relevant research

articles. These inclusion and exclusion criteria to finalize the related review materials are

presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria to select review articles

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion Criteria

IC1: Research articles that are written in English language.
IC2: Research works that have been published since 2003 to 2019.
IC3: Articles published in conference/workshop proceedings, in academic
journals and as thesis dissertations.
IC4: Complete (fulltext) research articles.

Exclusion Criteria

EC1: Research articles having same title but different source (i.e. duplicate
articles).
EC2: Articles conflicting with the theme of the systematic literature re
view.
EC3: Fulltext articles lacking sufficient evidence to justify UX and us
ability assessment.
EC4: Articles containing physiological and neurological measures that are
not being used for the purpose of UX and usability assessment.
EC5: Articles concerning physiological and neurological measures pur
posed for UX and usability evaluation other than the context of information
systems (e.g. physical products in supermarket).
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Table 3.2: Search syntax/strings and the number of selected articles along with the respec
tive scholarly database

Source Search Syntax/String No. of
Articles

Google
Scholar

“UX evaluation AND physiological measure”; “UX evaluation and
neurological measure”; “usability evaluationANDphysiological mea
sure”; “usability evaluation and neurological measure”; “UX evalua
tion OR usability evaluation AND neuromarketing”; “HCI and infor
mation systems”; “UX evaluation and information systems”; “usabil
ity evaluation and information systems”.

5

SpringerLink
Digital
Library

(UX evaluation OR usability evaluation) AND (information sys
tems*), (UX evaluation OR usability evaluation) AND (neurological
measure*), (UX evaluation OR usability evaluation) AND (physiolog
ical measure*), (UX evaluation OR usability evaluation) AND (neu
romarketing*), (HCI AND information systems).

6

ScienceDirect
Digital
Library

“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND “information sys
tems”*), “UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND “neuro
logical measure”*), “UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND
(“physiological measure”*), (“UX evaluation” OR “usability evalua
tion”) AND (“neuromarketing”*).

4

ACM
Digital
Library

“UX evaluation and physiological measure”, “UX evaluation and neu
rological measure”, “usability evaluation and physiological measure”,
“usability evaluation and neurological measure”, (UX evaluation OR
usability evaluation) AND neuromarketing, “HCI and information
systems”.

3

Scopus

(TITLEABSKEY(“UX evaluation”) OR TITLEABSKEY (“us
ability evaluation”) AND (TITLEABSKEY (“physiological
measure”) OR(TITLEABSKEY(“UX evaluation”) OR TITLE
ABSKEY (“usability evaluation”) AND (TITLEABSKEY
(“neurological measure”) OR(TITLEABSKEY(“UX evaluation”)
OR TITLEABSKEY (“usability evaluation”) AND (TITLE
ABSKEY (“information systems”) OR(TITLEABSKEY(“UX
evaluation”) OR TITLEABSKEY (“usability evaluation”) AND
(TITLEABSKEY (“neuromarketing”) OR TITLEABSKEY
(“HCI”) AND (TITLEABSKEY (“neuromarketing”) AND (LIMIT
TO(LANGUAGE: “English”).

3

IEEE
Xplore
Digital
Library

(“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND (“neurologi
cal measure”*), (“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND
(“physiological measure”*), (“UX evaluation” OR “usability evalu
ation”) AND (“neuromarketing”*), (“HCI” AND “information sys
tems”).

2

PubMed
Central
Online
Library

(UX evaluation [Title/Abstract] OR usability evaluation [Title/Ab
stract]) AND (information systems* [Title/Abstract]), (UX evaluation
[Title/Abstract] OR usability evaluation [Title/Abstract]) AND (neu
rological measure* [Title/Abstract]), (UX evaluation[Title/Abstract]
OR usability evaluation [Title/Abstract]) AND (physiological mea
sure* [Title/Abstract]), (UX evaluation [Title/Abstract] OR usability
evaluation [Title/Abstract]) AND (neuromarketing* [Title/Abstract]),
(HCI [Title/Abstract] AND information systems [Title/Abstract]).

2

Wiley
Online
Library

(“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND (“information sys
tems”*), (“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”) AND (“neu
rological measure”*), (“UX evaluation” OR “usability evaluation”)
AND (“physiological measure”*), (“HCI” AND “information sys
tems”).

1

Google
Search

“UX evaluation and physiological measure”, “UX evaluation and neu
rological measure”, “usability evaluation and physiological measure”,
“usability evaluation and neurological measure”, “UX evaluation or
usability evaluation” and “neuromarketing”, “HCI and information
systems”, “UX evaluation and information systems”.

1
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3.1.3 Finalizing the review materials

Initially, an indepth and exhaustive search was performed through the stated scholarly

databases and Google search engine. From a total of 957 articles, after removing dupli

cates, 432 remained and after that 180 articles were screened. Next, after applying the

inclusion and exclusion criteria, 52 articles were primarily selected, which were further as

sessed based on the focuses of these articles and finally 27 articles were selected for the

systematic literature review. A PRISMA flow diagram is given in Fig. 3.1 that shows the

detailed process of searching and selecting the final set of review materials in a number of

subsequent phases.

Fig. 3.1. PRISMA flow diagram
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3.1.4 Data extraction strategy

In order to extract necessary data and perform the literature review in a structured way,

six themes have been taken into consideration as shown in Fig. 3.2. Some of the themes

have been further organized into a set of attributes that would help to extract data in a well

structured way to attain the review objectives. The selected themes are discussed briefly

below to state what specific type of data was extracted from the reviewed research articles

and Table B1 shows a sample of the data extraction process:

Topical Relationship: This theme depicts how closely associated the articles are that have

been selected for the review basing on keywords and titles.

Aims and Outcomes: This theme states the research objectives, research outcomes, impli

cations and outcome evaluation of an article.

UX and Usability Evaluation Measures: This theme points out which type of measure (neu

rological, physiological or other) is being used for evaluating UX and usability.

Research Context: This theme classifies the application type and platform the article is fo

cused to.

Research Type: This theme identifies whether type of the article is an experimental study,

literature review, conceptual study, case study or anything else.

Publication Year and Publication Type: This theme specifies the year in which an article

was published and the type of publication (conference/workshop proceedings, academic

journal or thesis dissertation).

3.2 Outcomes of the Review Study

A detailed discussion on the review findings inferred from the data synthesis and analysis

is provided in this section. The findings are described as follows basing on the six themes

and the overview of the review findings is presented in Fig. 3.3:

3.2.1 Topical relationship

The world cloud presented for the keywords and title reveals the intensity of the relationship

among the topics of the reviewed articles (see Figure A1 and Figure A2). A wide range
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Fig. 3.2. Data extraction themes

of words relevant to the gist of this systematic literature review such as user, experience,

usability, evaluation, emotion, research, humancomputer interaction, information, systems,

psychophysiological measures, neuromarketing have been highlighted broadly in both the

keywords and titles of the articles. But the most significantly featured words include user,

experience, usability, emotion and neuromarketing. These indicate that the chosen articles

for this systematic literature review are closely associated.

3.2.2 Aims and outcomes

The studied research articles are targeted towards assessing different types of UX issues

more than usability issues whereas a very few are concerned with both UX and usability

issues. Among the four categories of research outcomes, evaluationoriented recommen

dations/guidelines is more weighted than evaluation method/approach followed by equally

weighted theoretical model/framework and other discussions (see Figure A3). The out

comes of the articles imply almost double for research than practice. Also, the validity of

the final outcomes of majority of the articles is evaluated by the researchers (see Figure A3).
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3.2.3 UX and usability evaluation measures

As the theme of this article focuses on neurological and physiological measures, so a wide

range of such measures have been found in this regard among which EEG/brain wave anal

ysis as neurological measure plays a predominant role for particularly UX evaluation in

the area of ecommerce applications. In case of physiological measures, ECG/heart rate

variability bears a huge contribution followed by eye tracking, facial expression and gal

vanic skin response whereas electrodermal activity imparts the least in this respect. On a

whole, physiological measures are more likely in contributing to gaming experience, em

bedded systems and advertising campaigns for usability evaluation. But when combined,

both types of measure hold the capability to evaluate UX and usability issues mainly for

gaming experience, advertising campaigns and ecommerce applications. On the contrary,

others criteriamentioned earlier consist of awide variety of qualitative and quantitativemea

sures but they are used in combination with neurological and/or physiological measures for

comparison purpose in the reviewed articles. Figure A4 shows the summary of the data

analysis concerning the UX and usability evaluation measures. For both neurological and

physiological measures, some devices have been also identified as means of data collection

which are commonly used (see Table B2).

3.2.4 Research context

The findings of this theme are classified into two parts. Firstly, for application type (see

Figure A5), advertisement campaigns are the most assessed area followed by gaming ex

perience and ecommerce applications with social media being the least assessed one in

the studied research articles. Besides, others criteria mentioned previously also bear some

notable contribution in this respect. Secondly, for application platform (see Figure A6),

webbased application platforms have been evaluated more than mobile app and desktop

based platforms whereas other platforms like embedded system, clientserver system and

workstation being the least evaluated one. Besides, Table B3 provides a mapping between

evaluation measures with type and platform of applications.
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3.2.5 Research type

The data analysis reveals that the gathered research articles are largely experimental study

based that comprises of application of different neurological and physiological measures

for UX and usability evaluation. Additionally, an impressive number of literature review

and conceptual paper also goes with the theme of this literature review. A case study also

contributes to this review. A summary of the data analysis regarding this theme is shown in

(see Table B4)

3.2.6 Publication year and publication type

The articles have been selected for the systematic literature review within the time range of

2003 to 2019. It has been observed from the data analysis that (see Figure A7), from 2003

to 2008 and 2013 to 2015 the number of articles aligned with the theme of this literature

review was quite similar. During 2009 and 2017, the count of such articles was at its peak

and aimed at UX evaluation dominantly than usability (see Figure A8). It is also worthy

to mention that throughout this peak period, the research outcomes were also on the rise

with recommendation/guidelines for evaluation being the highest followed by theoretical

model/framework and evaluation method /approach respectively (see Figure A9). Further

more, as can be seen from Figure A10, majority of the articles that has been considered for

study within this timeframe covers conference proceedings/workshop and academic journal

publications mostly where the subject area of journals are principally founded upon human

computer interaction.

3.3 Research Gaps and Future Research Opportunities

The findings of this systematic literature review reveal some constructive research opportu

nities in the broad area of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI). Some of the potential future

research opportunities are recommended below which can be considered in order to meet up

the research gaps related to UX and usability issues of information systems to some extent.

Fig. 3.4 shows a diagram that briefly outlines the recommendations.
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Fig. 3.3. Overview of the review findings

3.3.1 Exploring the significance of using a single or both evaluation measures

It can be observed from the review that EEG/brainwave analysis alone has been used as

neurological measure for UX evaluation in [67]. Besides, different kinds of physiological

measures have been used individually for both UX and usability evaluation, such as heart

rate variability/ECG in [68], eye tracking in [6] and so on. On the contrary, different com

bination of physiological and/or neurological measures have been also used for UX and/or

usability evaluation. For instance, heart rate variability/ ECG, galvanic skin response/elec

trodermal activity, and electromyography/muscle activity have been used unitedly in [69].

Again, [70] shows the combined use of brainwave analysis/ EEG, heart rate variability/

ECG, galvanic skin response/electrodermal activity, and emotion. Existing researches fo
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cus on evaluating an application using neurological and/or physiological measures for UX

and/or usability evaluation. However, none of the studies have explored the significance of

using a single measure (physiological or neurological) or both measures in this aspect. In

other words, the potential future research may explore the significance or impact of using

physiological and/or neurological measures for evaluating UX and/or usability of a particu

lar application. Therefore, there arises an opportunity regarding whether a single evaluation

measure (neurological/physiological) or both can be reliable enough to validate UX and/or

usability of an application.

3.3.2 Investigating priority consideration in multimodal approach for evaluation

This review study has particularly focused on evaluating such interactive information sys

tems that have considered mainly neurological and physiological measures for UX and/or

usability evaluation. Many of the existing researches have suggested on adopting multi

modal approach in this regard. A triangulation multimodal approach involving neurologi

cal, physiological and traditional measures has been introduced in [12] for UX evaluation.

Another experimental study in [71] recommends a multimodal approach involving a vari

ety of physiological and subjective measures provide useful information that can improve

usability of an application. Now, multimodal approach indicates that a variety of mea

sures (neurological/physiological/traditional subjective and objective) are used in a variety

of combination for evaluating an application. Regardless, it is still not revealed how ap

plicable this multimodal approach is for evaluating UX and/or usability. As a result, it is

unknown whether any type of priority within such combinations can result in an effective

outcome. Thereby, a research concern exists to investigate any type of priority consideration

in multimodal approach for UX and/or usability evaluation.

3.3.3 A paradigm shift in technology for selecting evaluation measures

In case of neurological measures, EEG for brain signal analysis has been found as a widely

used measure for evaluation in the studied articles. But some more advanced optical brain

imaging technology (e.g. functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [72]) can be intro

duced for such purpose and a comparative analysis can be done between these two similar
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technologies for a particular application. Similarly, physiological measures that provide

similar purpose using different technology can be compared to find out the most convenient

technology for certain areas of application. For example, [68] introduces a novel technol

ogy called transdermal optical imaging to measure heart rate variability which is much more

efficient than traditional technology that involvesmeasuring heart rate variability using elec

trodes. So, a shift in technology can bring about a revolutionary change in evaluating UX

and/or usability of an application and reveal valuable insights regarding timing constraints,

costeffectiveness, performance efficiency, usercomfort and such parameters.

3.3.4 Change in conventional comparative approach among evaluation measures

The existing researches show that most of the common comparative approaches are to com

pare the results obtained from neurological and/or physiological measures with traditional

subjective measures (e.g. interviews, questionnaires, surveys etc.) [12], [6] and with typ

ical objective measures like various performance metrics (e.g. number of clicks, number

of errors etc.) [73]. However, there exist other approaches such as the use of heuristic

methods [74] which plays a very important role in evaluating UX and usability and is also

a most commonly used costeffective approach in the field of HCI. Again, only a few stud

ies have been conducted focused on comparing neurological and/or physiological measures

with heuristic method such as [73] discusses usability evaluation of an embedded system

using subjective, objective and heuristic methods. Therefore, further research can be con

ducted to explore the differences and gainmore insights regarding UX and/or usability while

comparing neurological and/or physiological evaluation measures with heuristic evaluation

methods.

3.3.5 Expanding research for less evaluated application context

The review study revealed that among various application areas, advertising campaign has

been found to be the leading one for evaluation and then, gaming experience and ecommerce

applications take the place subsequently. A few studies have been found where usability

issues are evaluated in embedded systems [73] and also in distributed systems [75]. While

nowadays, due to the technological advancement, the application of distributed and em
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bedded systems are becoming more important in every aspect of our life. Again, such sys

tems are being developed for different areas and for different kinds of hardware integrated

platforms which should be taken into consideration for UX and usability evaluation. The

review shows that the few articles which exist regarding these systems [75], [73] mainly dis

cusses traditional measures (subjective/objective) for evaluating their usability. But these

type of systems are more prone to affect users’ neurological and physiological attributes

where only traditional measures for evaluation may not be enough to establish a conclu

sive result, such as automated diagnosis and health assessment system in the field of smart

healthcare technology [76]. As a result, some promising opportunities lie in evaluating

and comparing the evaluation results of UX and/or usability of these systems as well as

proposing some model/framework for evaluating such type of systems using neurological

and physiological measures.

3.3.6 Enhancing evaluation for different variety of a particular application context

It is evident that the most prevailing application context are a matter of interest while evalu

ating UX and usability issues. Existing researches show that advertising campaigns, gaming

experience and ecommerce applications are mostly evaluated. But these are some broad

context of application and there exists a huge variety for such areas. For example, in the

field of advertising context, some review articles concerned tourism [77] and most of them

concerned branding campaigns [78] and commercial advertisement [70]. But advertising

campaign can be for different types of affairs such as tourism, different kinds of business,

healthcare etc. Similarly, gaming experience can aim at purely entertainment or education

or special purpose that is serious games. Again, ecommerce applications can focus on a

variety of products. Now, among these broad context of application, there prevails a wide

range of area where users’ neurological and physiological traits have a great contribution.

As an example, in the context of advertising campaign, higher education branding [79] is

a sector where students’ neurological qualities are heavily affected that influences them to

pursue the education. Again, for gaming experience, users’ neurological and physiologi

cal traits play a very important role to understand their behaviour while playing different
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types of game [80]. And, for ecommerce applications, consumers’ neurological and phys

iological features have substantial influence on their purchase behaviour [81]. Hence, there

definitely lies an important research concern to achieve a deeper understanding of UX and

usability issues from the diversity of a particular application context using neurological and

physiological measures.

3.3.7 Incorporating emotional experience as evaluation measure for serious games

One of the widely evaluated application areas among the review articles is gaming expe

rience. Again, emotion is one of the attributes that is largely affected in an entertainment

based computing environment like virtual reality, companion robots and gaming experience

[82]. Now, some studies have considered emotion as UX and usability evaluation measure.

For instance, emotion is used to evaluate UX of a gaming context (an actionpuzzle game)

[71]. Again, emotion is also used to evaluate usability of another gaming environment (a

digital car game) [7]. So, it is clear that there exists a close relation between users’ emotional

experience and gaming applications. But the existing studies have focused on particularly

entertainment purposed gaming application and not on serious games while serious games

are played for a particular purpose rather than pure entertainment such as a simulation game

for healthcare training programs which has effect on users’ emotion [83]. Thus, measur

ing emotion for UX and usability evaluation for serious games is vital and one of the key

concerns in the context of gaming experience as it offers a gaming environment that in

corporates pedagogical aspects which is highly regulated by user emotion where traditional

measures maybe questionable [84]. Besides, how the pedagogical elements of different

types of serious games are affected by emotion, how the evaluation results of emotion for

general gaming experience and serious games differ, how effective the evaluation results

are for a particular type of serious game are some of the open issues which require further

investigation for evaluating users’ emotional experience for serious games.

3.3.8 Contextbased mapping with respect to evaluation measures

A number of neurological and physiological measures have been used either individually

or combined for evaluating UX and/or usability of similar context of applications in the
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reviewed articles. For example, brainwave signal is used as neurological measure [12]

whereas, heart rate is used as physiological measure [69] for evaluating UX of gaming

applications. Again, similar neurological and/or physiological measures have been user for

different kinds of context. For example, EEG/brainwave analysis is used as neurological

measure for evaluating UX of ecommerce applications [67], advertising campaigns [70]

and multimedia applications [85]. But no studied research shows a proper mapping regard

ing which particular measure (neurological/physiological) can be termed as an appropriate

evaluation measure for a particular context. Moreover, exploring how the appropriateness

and applicability of a contextbased mapping is ensured, how the contextbased mapping

can be done (e.g. methodical approach) are some important research issues regarding the

contextbased mapping with respect to evaluation measures.

3.3.9 Defining a complete set of metrics for neurological and physiological evaluation
measures

A number of metrics exist for evaluating usability and UX of an information system. For ex

ample, for gaming experience, usability metrics like learnability, memorability [86] while

UX metrics like pleasure, boring, exciting [86], [87] matters for gaming context. On the

other hand, for business context, usability metrics like flexibility, safety [86] and UX met

rics like trust, comfort [86] matters. So, it is quite obvious that, the UX and usability metrics

bear great importance for evaluating an application. The review study found that different

articles used different metrics for evaluating UX and/or usability for similar purpose like

for evaluating UX of an advertising context, user perception has been used in [77]; on the

contrary, sad, angry, joy etc. has been used in [8]. Thereby, none of the studies have pro

vided a definite set of metrics for neurological and physiological measures that can be used

for UX and usability evaluation for a particular application. So, possible set of metrics for

neurological measures, possible set of metrics for physiological measures and also possible

set of metrics when both are combined should be investigated for UX and/or usability eval

uation. Along with that, the viability of such metrics for different type of context requires

to be investigated in order to outline a generalized set of metrics for a certain application

context. These are some of the important concerns that paves the way for possible future
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research scope in this regard.

Fig. 3.4. Overview of the recommendations

3.4 Key Focus of this Research

Among these wide variety of research opportunities, ‘Incorporating emotional experience

as evaluation measure for serious games’ has been focused for further investigation in this

thesis. This research is primarily concerned about gaming context, particularly serious game

and the application of emotional experience as a means of assessing UX of such gaming en

vironment. Some existing studies are discussed below in this regard.

As of typical games which is purposed for only entertainment, Yu et al. [88] has performed

an experimental study to assess positive and negative UX from subjective measure (ques

tionnaire) and objective measure (brain signal and heart rate data) using an improved RIP

PER algorithm of a mobile based adventure game ‘Temple Run’. Again, Diya et al. [89]

has conducted an experimental study to recognize a number of emotions for UX evaluation

using frequency bands of brain signals for an arcade game ‘DXBall’. A different type of

UX evaluation study has been discussed by Nacke et al. [90] where impact of sonic stimuli
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of an action game ‘Half Life 2’ was observed using electrodermal activity (EDA) and facial

muscle activity (EMG) as objective measure and Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ)

as subjective measure. Another experimental study by Nacke et al. [90] has showed the

use of electroencephalography (EEG) as objective measure and GEQ as subjective measure

to infer emotions while playing an action game ‘Resident Evil 4’ using two types of game

controllers.

The effect of emotions for UX evaluation in the field of HCI bears great importance. Dirican

et al. [91] has provided a survey which shows that different psychophysiological measures

can help to obtain multidimensional information regarding users’ cognitive states to evalu

ate UX of HCIbased applications. Nagalingam et al. [92] has also discussed that emotional

and cognitive elements are considered for evaluating UX of particularly educational games

in this review study. For serious games context, Nacke et al. [93] discussed UX evalua

tion methods for such context where it was emphasized that evaluating individual player

experience using objective or physiological methods is important for serious game context

as it impacts a player’s emotional or cognitive state greatly. Again, Anolli et al. [94] has

explored how emotions can be introduced for evaluating UX of affective serious game ap

plications and further suggested multimodal measures to assess emotions might bring out

useful outcomes regarding UX evaluation.

Regarding serious games categories, a systematic literature review by Calderón et al. [13]

reveals that among different criteria of serious games, around 53% educational games are

evaluated for UX where 60% of these games fall under the category of university educa

tion and majority of them involves computer programming topics. It further reveals that

questionnaires are mostly used to evaluate UX of such games. Moreover, other educational

games include a computer game providing social education which has been evaluated using

questionnaires and interviews [95], a multichannel game providing undergraduate health

care education which has been evaluated using survey and questionnaires [96], a computer

game providing middle school microbiology education which has been evaluated using dy

namic knowledge tracing model [97] and a computer game providing soft skill education

which has been evaluated using quantitative survey and qualitative observation [98].
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As a huge percentage covers computer programming topics, a number of experimental study

has been conducted on the serious games that concerns undergraduate computer program

ming mainly. Donald et al. [99] has evaluated a computer game ‘Glitchspace’ focusing

on basic coding principles using cognitive walkthrough, quantitative questionnaires and

qualitative observation. Besides, other two serious games focusing on basic programming

skills have been evaluated using questionnaires which are ‘Macro Run’ – a mobile game for

learning basics of programming) [100] and crosswords and shootingbased game – an on

line mini game for introductory programming) [101] respectively. Another computer game

‘Prog&Play’ dedicated to programming practice has been evaluated by Muratet et al. [102]

using questionnaire and behavior observation.

3.5 Chapter Summary

The open issues that has emerged from the systematic literature review and some related

works afterwards are manifold. Firstly, the systematic literature review paved the way to

wards this research opportunity basing on widely used context of UX evaluation among

which gaming experience is a leading one but lacks its extent when it comes to serious

games. Secondly, it is clear from the review of related works regarding UX evaluation of

gaming context that emotions that are inferred from objective measures are widely used for

UX evaluation. Thirdly, UX evaluation basing on users’ emotional experience using phys

iological and/or neurological measures has been performed for different types of games

mostly which provides purely entertainment such as different action, adventure and arcade

games. Fourthly, for serious games category particularly educational serious games, UX is

evaluated predominantly using subjective measures; questionnaires to be specific. Fifthly,

this is equally true for computer programmingbased serious games which covers a signifi

cant portion in the context of educational serious games.

Basing on these number of open issues, the research is focused towards UX evaluation of se

rious games. The aim is to investigate how emotional experience from psychophysiological

measures can be used to evaluate UX of a computer programmingbased serious game.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This chapter discusses the experimental study which is divided into three broad parts 

experiment design, conducting the experiment and, data analysis and proposing the frame

work. The experiment design involves three primary activities of this experiment which

are apparatus selection, participant profile and study procedure. After that, conducting the

experiment is related to collecting and processing the data. The last part involves analysing

the data and proposing the framework for emotional state classification.

4.1 Experiment Design

This step is concerned with the setup of the experiment. That is, it consists of the appara

tus selection, participant profile and the study procedure. Apparatus selection gathering the

required resources to conduct the experiment. The resources comprises of firstly, selecting

the context of application which will be evaluated for identifying the emotional experience

of individuals. Next, a particular set of emotional states is to be selected that would be

predicted as there exists a variety of emotions. Then, certain evaluation measures related

to UX are to be selected and which will be used to perceive the emotional experience of

users while they are exploring the selected application. Participant profile is related to the

total number of participants, their demographic information who will be taking part in the

experimental procedure, their consent of voluntary participation, their basic knowledge re

garding the type of application and software platform they are going to deal with and such.

On the other hand, the study procedure depicts a welldefined structure of how the overall

experiment is going to be conducted with the participants using the selected apparatus.
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4.1.1 Apparatus selection

This section discusses the details of how the different apparatuses have been selected for

the experiment as follows:

Serious Game Selection: Among a variety of application areas, this experiment has been

conducted for serious games under the broad category of gaming context. As mentioned

earlier serious games are focused towards particular purpose which are founded upon edu

cation, healthcare, medical training, physical training, military aspect and many more [11].

There are few characteristics which are used to classify different types of serious games

which are – application area, activity, modality, interaction style and environment [49].

Basing on this taxonomy, the serious game for this experiment has been selected basing

on the following criteria: application area – education, activity – physiological and mental,

modality – visual, interaction style – tangible interfaces and environment – social presence.

There are different levels of education depending on different subject matter and target users.

A survey shows that 60% of the educational games of university level have been evaluated

and about 10% of the educational games belong to the domain of computer science where

basic programming knowledge based games cover a huge portion [13]. Moreover, it also

shows 60% of computer games are evaluated whereas mobile games are only 6% in this

respect although mobile devices tend to be very handy, userfriendly and interactive appli

cation platform. As a result, programming based mobile applications of computer science

education have been taken into concern targeting undergraduate students. An exhaustive

search has been performed in order to find a suitable application for the intended purpose

where the criteria for searching have been defined as extensive programming curriculum

from basic to advanced, highest downloads, good rating and availability. Depending in this

criteria the selected application is ‘Programming Hero’ [103]. Figure 4.1 shows some snaps

of the ‘Programming Hero’ mobile application.
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Fig. 4.1. Snaps of the ‘Programming Hero’ mobile app

Defining Emotional State: Emotions have a wide range of variation which can be posi

tive, negative or neutral and the intensity of these emotions can also vary from a high scale

to low scale. So, it is important to follow a criteria in order to categorize the emotions

into different classes. According to Russell’s circumplex model of affect [104], emotions

can be classified basing on two dimensions which are – arousal (ranges from activation to

deactivation) and valence (ranges from pleasant to unpleasant). Each emotion can be de

fined depending on the varying extent of these two dimensions. Figure 4.2 shows some of

the basic emotions classified into four quadrants according to Russell’s circumplex model.

For example, ‘happy’ can be defined as positive arousalpositive valence which can be

interpreted as an emotion of highly activation and positive experience. Again, ‘stressed’

can be defined as positive arousalnegative valence which can be interpreted as an emo

tion of highly activation but negative experience. Now, this experiment is concerned with

emotional experience as UX evaluation of the gaming context, particularly serious games.

Existing works reveal different types of emotions have been observed in case of gaming

experience. Such as for arcade [105], action [106] and adventure games [107] a number

of positive and negative valence have been experienced. For serious games, such as social

education [95], microbiology [97], undergraduate programming [99] themed games and the

likes; some specific emotional experience have been observed among which engaging, mo

tivating, attention, fun, tension, lacking concentration are very common which basically

ranges from low arousal to high arousal. Emotional experience of serious games tends to
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vary basing on user’s level of involvement or presence while they play the game which is

measured within the scale of arousal dimension [108]. Hence, as for the intent of this exper

iment, ‘activated’ and ‘deactivated’ have been selected broadly within the scale of arousal

dimension to evaluate emotional experience of serious games focused to education.

Evaluation Measure Selection: Evaluation measures for userexperience (UX) can be pri

Fig. 4.2. Russell’s circumplex model of affect

marily classified into two categories – subjective and objective where subjective measures

include interviews, rating scales, surveys etc. and objective measures include performance

measure, physiological and neurological response etc. [5]. Among the objective measures,

cardiovascular signal, brain wave signal, eye tracking metrics, facial expression and such

are some of the common measures ranging from physiological to neurological [109]. These

objective measures derive a variety of emotional levels for HCIbased applications’ UX

assessment and certain correlation exists between emotion and such physiological and neu

rological measures [110]. In the context of gaming experience, a huge amount of emotional

and decision processing is required which consequently affects an individual’s neurological

and physiological attributes [90]. A review in [111, 112] shows that brain signal data and

heart rate data are widely used to infer emotional experience as neurological and physiologi

cal measures to evaluate UX of different kinds of software applications. Hence, brain signal

data from EEG (electroencephalography) technology and heart rate data from PPG (photo
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plethysmography) technology have been chosen for this experiment as evaluation measures

for UX evaluation.

4.1.2 Participant profile

A total of 25 subjects participated in the experiment where 13 of them were male and the

rest of the 12 participants were female. All the participants were undergraduate students

aging from 20 to 25 studying in the department of computer science and engineering. The

participants were familiar with having gaming experience using mobile applications par

ticularly for various adventure and arcade games. They had basic knowledge of computer

programming but most of them were not familiar with having learning experience through

gaming in the field of computer programming education. Besides, none of the participants

have played the selected serious game before.

4.1.3 Study procedure

The experiment was conducted in a laboratory environment through individual sessions.

A consent form of the subjects’ voluntary participation along with some biographical data

were collected initially. Next, a brief instruction was provided to them regarding the exper

iment’s aim and their responsibilities throughout the experimental session. They were also

requested to download the particular mobile app during this session and a short overview

was provided regarding the selected serious game. At first, all participants were instructed

to sit comfortably and the wearable devices were equipped upon them for the required data

collection. Then, each participant was told to start playing the game. All of them were

instructed to play the first level of the game which was concerned with tutorials on basic

programming fundamentals initially as well as some relevant quiz and tests at the end. The

required duration for each participant to play the first level of the game was documented

which was an average of 10 to 12minutes. Figure 4.3 shows a participant playing the serious

game application while being equipped with the data collection devices.
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Fig. 4.3. Conducting the study procedure with a participant

4.2 Conducting the Experiment

This is the most extensive step of the experimental procedure. This includes data collection

and data processing. The raw data shall be collected from relevant devices corresponding

to the selected evaluation measures while the participants are using the application. After

the raw data has been received, it would require some processing such as selecting features

to be analyzed, filtering out undesired data, structuring the dataset and the likes for further

analysis to infer potential and useful findings.

4.2.1 Data collection

The devices chosen for this experiment for collecting data were wearable devices rather than

using traditional and complex arrangement like external electrodes taking their comfort into

consideration. For brain signal data, the Mindwave Mobile 2 EEG headset from Neurosky

[113] and for heart rate data, Mi Smart Band 4 fitness tracker from Xiaomi [114] were used.

As the participants went on playing the game, corresponding raw data were being collected

through the devices in the following way:

Brain Signal Data Acquisition: The eegID [115] mobile application was used to collect

the brain signal data. The chosen EEG headset connects to this app through Bluetooth

connectivity and captures data continuously after a defined interval of time. As human
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emotion lasts for a very short period of time typically for seconds to minutes [116], the data

was captured every 15 seconds. After each individual participant’s session was completed,

the collected data was exported as CSV file from the eegID app for further processing.

Heart Rate Data Acquisition: The MiFit [117] mobile application was used to collect the

heart rate data. The chosen fitness tracker captures heart rate data every 1 minute. After

each individual participant’s session was completed, the collected data was exported as CSV

file from the MiFit app through USB connectivity for further processing.

The data collection devices and associated applications are shown in Figure 4.4.

(a) Neurosky Mindwave Mobile 2 EEG headset
(b) eegID app

(c) Xiaomi Mi Smart Band 4 (d)MiFit app

Fig. 4.4. Devices and associated applications for collecting neurological (a), (b) and phys
iological (c), (d) data

4.2.2 Data processing

The collected data were next gathered for necessary processing according to the following

order –

Data Preprocessing: It is evident that the collected data might contain different types of

inconsistent data such as noise, outliers and other artifacts. Firstly, data cleaning was per

formed followed by data transformation. In case of brain signal data, the device has an
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integrated algorithm for filtering the signals through high pass and low pass filters known

as Neurosky’s proprietary algorithm [118]. Similarly, in case of heart rate data, the sig

nals are filtered within the range of 40 to 170 bpm using a high pass and low pass filter as a

human’s heart function safely within this specified range of bpm [119]. Next, for data trans

formation, in order to infer emotional experience within the same timeframe with respect to

brain signal data collection, the collected heart rate data of 1 minute was converted for 15

seconds. That is, each beatperminute value was transformed into beatper15 seconds.

Feature Selection: The collected data from the EEG headset contains relative amplitude

value of five primary frequency bands of EEG – Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and Theta

[120]. Among these frequency bands, the activity of alpha low (89 Hz), alpha high (1012

Hz), beta low (1317 Hz) and beta high (1830 Hz) brain waves mainly reflects an individ

ual’s emotion experience [121]. So, alpha low, alpha high, beta low and beta high features

were considered to infer user’s emotional experience from brain signal data as neurological

measure of UX evaluation. The retrieved signals are represented as waveforms in Figure

4.5.

On the other hand, the collected data from the fitness tracker contains beatperminute (bpm)

as heart rate data. Beatperminute (bpm) which is basically change in value of amplitude

with respect to time basing on emotional reactivity of a user is a widely used feature found

in smart wearable devices to measure heart rate data [122]. So, bpm, more specifically beat

per15 seconds was considered to infer user’s emotional experience from heart rate data as

physiological measure of UX evaluation. The retrieved signal is represented as waveforms

in Figure 4.6.

4.3 Data Analysis and Proposing the Framework

This section presents the extended proposed approach and how machine learning has been

used to classify emotional states from the collected neurological and physiological data.

Also, further analysis has been performed that provides some insightful findings to fullfill

the research objectives.
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(a) Alpha high (b) Alpha low

(c) Beta high (d) Beta low

Fig. 4.5. Waveform of processed brain signals (a) Alpha high (b) Alpha low (c) Beta high
and (d) Beta low

Fig. 4.6. Waveform of processed heart rate signal (bpm)

4.3.1 Emotional state classification

Basing on the collected data the two types of selected emotional experience – ‘activated’

and ‘deactivated’ for the selected serious gaming context has been classified from neuro

logical features firstly and then, from machine learning techniques from both neurological

and physiological features which is discussed as follows:

4.3.1.1 Classification of emotional experience from neurological features

This classification was performed using a defined procedure concerning frontal brain asym

metry activity based frequency band oscillations for emotion classification where the value

of the selected neurological features corresponds to some emotions while playing games
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Table 4.1: Conditions for the existing algorithm

Brainwave State Emotion

Alpha
Low Stressed
High Over Relaxed
Optimum Relaxed

Beta
Low Lack of Attention
High Anxious
Optimum Focused

[89]. The emotions classified here were – stressed, anxious, focused, lack of attention, re

laxed and overrelaxed which can be plotted in Russell’s circumplex model [104] as shown

in Figure 4.7. Basing on this procedure, the conditions for stressed, anxious and focused

were considered as activated emotion and the conditions for lack of attention, relaxed and

overrelaxed were considered as deactivated emotion for this research. The conditions used

in the algorithm [89] for mapping neurological features – alpha high, alpha low, beta high

and beta low to different set of emotions in the defined procedure as well as the application

of it in this research are displayed in Table 4.1. Finally, the emotional experience inferred

from the neurological features using this procedure for the first 1 minute of 25 participants

while they were playing the serious game application is illustrated in Table 4.2.

Fig. 4.7. Russell’s circumplex model of affect mapped according to the existing algorithm

4.3.1.2 Classification of emotional experience from physiological and neurological

features combined

This classification was performed using machine learning models with an intent to apply

supervised learning for emotion classification using both neurological and physiological
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Table 4.2: Emotional experience inference from neurological features for 25 participants
(1 min)

Participants 15 sec 30 sec 45 sec 60 sec
P1 deactivated activated activated activated
P2 activated activated activated activated
P3 deactivated activated activated activated
P4 deactivated deactivated deactivated deactivated
P5 activated activated deactivated activated
P6 deactivated deactivated deactivated deactivated
P7 deactivated activated deactivated deactivated
P8 activated activated activated activated
P9 deactivated deactivated deactivated activated
P10 activated activated activated deactivated
P11 activated deactivated activated activated
P12 activated deactivated deactivated deactivated
P13 deactivated activated deactivated deactivated
P14 activated activated deactivated activated
P15 activated deactivated deactivated activated
P16 activated deactivated deactivated deactivated
P17 deactivated activated deactivated activated
P18 deactivated deactivated deactivated deactivated
P19 deactivated activated deactivated deactivated
P20 activated activated deactivated activated
P21 activated deactivated activated activated
P22 activated activated activated deactivated
P23 activated deactivated activated activated
P24 activated activated deactivated activated
P25 activated activated deactivated deactivated
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features. Supervised learning was chosen as it is preferably used more for emotion recog

nition [58]. For classifying emotions various supervised machine learning algorithms are

used. Some recent reviews reveal that among traditional algorithms support vector machine

(SVM), knearest neighbors (KNN) are mostly used; apart from these random forest (RF),

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and artificial neural network (ANN) are some other al

gorithms used in this regard [61, 62] Moreover, a review in [123] reveals that ensemble

learning algorithms are rarely used for emotion classification from biosignals whereas en

semble learning algorithms in machine learning are considered to improve performance of

prediction [124]. As there are no specific criteria to select whichmachine learning algorithm

is appropriate to elicit emotion for which type of dataset or context [60], both traditional

and ensemble learning algorithms were taken into consideration to observe the classifica

tion accuracy. The algorithms considered were – SVM, KNN, RF, XgBoost, AdaBoost and

CatBoost were implemented.

Proposed framework for emotional state classification:

Now, a 2step machine learning approach was adopted to infer emotions from a combination

of neurological and physiological features. In the first step, the aim is to find machine pre

dicted beatper15 seconds value – the physiological feature from the neurological features

(alpha high, alpha low, beta high, beta low) and corresponding labeled emotion as found

from using the existing algorithm. In the second step, the aim is to infer emotion from the

machine predicted beatper15 seconds value and neurological features.

1. First step model learning: The dataset was prepared as follows – the value of neu

rological (beatper15 seconds) and physiological (alpha high, alpha low, beta high,

beta low) features of the participants with respect to time (15 seconds) were tabulated

which was around 1500 rows of data and the emotions were labeled with respect

to neurological features as mentioned previously (Table C1 shows a sample of the

dataset). As a part of data preprocessing phase, the features were encoded and nor

malized. Also, the class labels were almost balanced, so no balancing techniques

were required. Next, the dataset was divided into training and testing dataset as 80%
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and 20% of the data respectively. The performance of eight different regression al

gorithms, such as RF, SVM, KNN, DT, AdaBoost, CatBoost, XgBoost and Naive

Bayes, were compared in terms of accuracy. Based on higher accuracy, decision tree

was selected for developing the first model. The output of this model was machine

predicted beatper15 seconds values or the heart rate data. A graph representing

machine predicted beatper15 seconds with respect to actual beatper15 seconds is

shown in Figure 4.10.

Fig. 4.8. Waveform of processed heart rate signal (bpm)

2. Second step model learning: Next, emotions were classified basing on the machine

predicted physiological feature (beatper15 seconds) and neurological features (al

pha high, alpha low, beta high, beta low). The six selected algorithms (SVM, KNN,

RF, XgBoost, AdaBoost, CatBoost) were run on the dataset to build the model for this

step and it showed that ensemble learning, particularly XgBoost provides compara

tively better classification accuracy as well as better precision and recall (precision

0.916, recall 0.920) than traditional learning (See Figure 4.9)

Figure 4.11 shows the architecture of the presented 2step machine learning approach.

The entire experimental procedure is summarized in Figure 4.12 where the three main

phases  preparing experimental apparatus, conducting experimental study and analyzing

experimental data are outlined along with the related subphases.

4.3.2 Correlation Analysis

This section discusses a brief analysis on the data that has been performed applying the

2step procedure to classify emotional experience using machine learning techniques and
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Fig. 4.9. The emotion classification accuracy, precision and recall metrics for the selected
machine learning techniques

Fig. 4.10. Machine predicted beatper15 seconds with respect to actual beatper15 seconds

Fig. 4.11. Framework of the 2step machine learning approach to predict emotions

some relevant findings afterwards.

The output from the second step model learning using XgBoost technique provides a score
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Fig. 4.12. Overview of the experimental procedure

metric called feature importance [125] which indicates how useful a feature is to predict

the target variable that is, for this context, the emotions – activated and deactivated. The

graph in Figure 4.13 shows the score of feature importance of the selected physiological and

neurological measures. It denotes that beatper15 seconds has greater feature importance

followed by alpha high, beta low, alpha low and beta high respectively to infer the corre

sponding emotions.

Next, the heart rate data (beatper15 seconds) of both actual dataset and machine predicted

Fig. 4.13. Feature importance of the selected physiological and neurological measures

dataset was changed within the range of 1825 of 25 participants keeping the neurological

features (alpha high, alpha low, beta high, beta low) constant. This variation in beatper

15 seconds with respect to constant neurological features depicts that emotional experience

also varies in accordance with the variation of heart rate data as shown in the graphical rep
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resentation of Figure 4.14.

Another graph (see Figure 4.15) regarding the machine predicted emotional experience

Fig. 4.14. Varying beatper15 seconds with respect to constant neurological features de
picts varying emotional experience

prescribes that for this serious game application in the context of education, beatper15

seconds value below 17 often represents deactivated emotion and beatper15 seconds value

above 22 often represents activated emotion. Besides, a beatper15 seconds value ranging

from above 17 to 22 might infer activated or deactivated emotion.

Fig. 4.15. Estimation of beatper15 seconds with respect to emotional state

Moreover, the algorithm of linear regression returns an equation for predicting the target

feature while predicting the beatper15 seconds value. Fundamentally, linear regression

aims for modeling an association between variables (generally two but can be more than

two). The association is made by constructing a linear equation for the data observed where
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a variable is termed as an independent variable, and the other one is termed as a dependent

variable [126]. The basic format of the equation that a linear regression line possess is as

the equation given in equation 4.1, where X is the variable known as independent variable

and Y is the variable known as the dependent variable. Moreover, β1 is known as the slope

of the line and the intercept is β0 which is basically the value of Y when the value of X is

zero. In mathematical terms; X, Y are variables and β0, β1 are constant.

Y = β0 + β1 ∗X1

X = independent variable

Y = dependent variable

β1 = slope

β0 = intercept

(4.1)

For multiple independent variables, the equation for the linear regression would be as fol

lows:

Y = β0 + β1 ∗X1 + β2 ∗X2 + .....βn ∗Xn

X1, X2....Xn = multiple independent variables

Y = dependent variable

β1, β2....βn = slope

β0 = intercept

(4.2)

Equation 4.2 can be written in a more compact form as follows using the summation nota

tion:

Y =
∑n

i=0 βi ∗Xi (4.3)

The equation generated from the proposed linear regression model for the context of this

research is as follows:
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beat− per − 15 seconds = 18.636 + 0.015 ∗ alphaLow + 0.108 ∗ alphaHigh

−0.128 ∗ betaLow − 0.211 ∗ betaHigh+ 2.378 ∗ labelled emotional state

(4.4)

Similarly, as equation 4.3, equation 4.4 can be written as follows in the form of summation

notation:

beat− per − 15 seconds =
∑5

i=0 βi ∗Xi (4.5)

Here, β0 = 18.636, β1 = 0.015, β2 = 0.108, β3 = 0.128, β4 = 0.211, β5 = 2.378

X1 = alphaLow, X2 = alphaHigh, X3 = betaLow, X4 = betaHigh, X5 = labelled emotional

state

In the equation, each feature is associated with their respective weights. A fixed constant

value is also associated with the equation. Apart from betaHigh and betaLow, other fea

tures have positive weights whereas, the constant value in the equation having a high value

of 18.636. This equation contributes to determine machine predicted beatper15 seconds

value from neurological features (alpha low, alpha high, beta low and beta high) and labelled

emotional states.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

This chapter provides the concluding remarks which is discussed into a number of mod

ules. These are thesis outcomes, thesis implications, thesis limitations and future work. The

thesis outcomes are outlined in a structured way firstly. Then, implications of this thesis are

described. Next, some limitations of this thesis work are stated followed by a number of

potential opportunities for future work.

5.1 Thesis Outcomes

A number of findings have been found from this experimental study which are outlined and

discussed below as the outcomes of this thesis:

a. A practical approach to infer emotion from psychophysiological measures for

serious games: A machine learning based 2step predictive modeling approach has

been presented in this research. It follows a procedure where the output of the first

model is fed to the input of the second model. The first model predicts heart rate

basing on the neurological features and associated (labeled) emotions found using

BCI technology. This machine predicted heart rate is fed to the second model which

predicts emotions – activated and deactivated along with the neurological features.

In summary, the neurological feature based emotion labeling is used as a baseline

to predict emotional experience using both neurological and physiological features

through the presented approach. Past studies showed that, particularly for serious

games emotions are generally classified using subjective measures (questionnaires,
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surveys etc.) mostly [13, 127, 96], while, this research presents a practical approach

to classify emotional states from neurological and physiological measures for serious

gaming context.

b. Correlation between neurological and physiological measures to infer emotions:

In this research, firstly, emotions were inferred from neurological features using BCI

technology. Then, heart rate data as physiological feature was incorporated along

with the neurological features to infer emotions. That is, a multimodal evaluation

measurebased approach was adopted to observe whether any sort of dependency pre

vails between these two measures while inferring emotional experience. It is found

that, when both neurological and physiological measures are combined to infer emo

tions, the feature importance of heart rate data (physiological feature) is higher than

the neurological features. Again, if heart rate data is changed within a certain range

keeping the neurological features constant, the emotions also vary basing on the heart

rate data. Therefore, there definitely exists a correlation between neurological and

physiological measures to some extent when they are used to infer emotional expe

rience of users in the context of educational serious games. This finding is aligned

with outcomes of few existing studies that multimodal evaluation measures are of

ten preferred over using a single evaluation measure for assessing UX [12]. Hence,

the correlation between neurological and physiological measure in this experimental

study persuades towards using multimodal measures in order to obtain better evalu

ation results.

c. Ensemble learning provides better emotion prediction performance for educa

tional serious games: The emotions have been predicted using both traditional and

ensemble learning algorithms. Regarding traditional learning and ensemble learn

ing, XgBoost and RF gives better classification accuracy than all other selected algo

rithms. But, as shown in Figure 4.9, the precision and recall metric of XgBoost ismore

than RF. Precision and recall bears much importance in case of classification process

because it specifies the relevancy of the classification results and weight of this rele

vancy [125]. Moreover, ensemble learning is considered to provide better prediction
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results by some studies [124]. For this study, it appears to be true and consequently

it can be said that, ensemble learning predicts emotions with a comparatively higher

performance for educational serious games than the traditional algorithms.

d. Heart rate (bpm) estimation for emotional experience in the context of educa

tional serious games: Another important revelation from this experimental study

lies in estimating the heart rate or beatperminute value while the users play the se

rious game application. It has been observed from the predicted heart rate that, if the

predicted bpm value is below 68, then the emotion is classified as deactivated and if

the predicted bpm value is over 88, then the emotion is classified as activated. Ac

cording to sources of health information, lower heart rate usually refers to relaxed

state and higher heart rate usually refers to stressed state [128]. Hence, the estimated

bpm value for emotional experience in the context of educational serious games is

quite reasonable.

e. An equation for predicting beatper15 seconds from the proposed linear regres

sion model: Linear regression model helps reveal useful information by generating

equations from dependent and independent variables [126]. Using linear regression

model, an equation has been generated which could predict beatper15 seconds value

(physiological feature) from alpha low, alpha high, beta low and beta high (neurolog

ical feature), and labelled emotional state. It is a multiple linear regression model

which uses neurological features and labelled emotional state as independent vari

ables and beatper15 seconds as dependent variable. The value of the coefficients

that is associated with the independent variables and the constant value provides a

prediction regarding what could be the possible value of beatper15 seconds for dif

ferent values of the independent variables. As a consequence, if some values of neu

rological features and emotional state is known, beatper15 seconds and afterwards

beatperminute or heart rate could be predicted easily while users are interacting with

a serious game application.
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5.2 Thesis Implications

In this thesis, an extended machine learning based 2stage emotion classifying approach is

proposed to infer emotion from psychophysiological data which contributes to the practical

implication of this thesis. The proposed approach follows a multistage procedure where the

output of the first model is fed to the input of the second model. Here, the neurological

data based emotion labeling is used as a baseline to classify emotional experience using

both neurological and physiological data in this entire process of the proposed extended

approach. This shows the practical application of machine learning techniques in the field

of UX evaluation. Furthermore, this research showed that the feature importance and the

variation in heart rate data with respect to constant features of brain signal data depicts a

correlation to a certain extent between neurological and physiological data. These findings

can be considered together to infer emotional experience of users for evaluating UX in the

context of educational serious games. Furthermore, this will eventually aid UX designers

to design more intuitive applications to fullfill the intended purpose of serious games.

However, there are some theoretical implications too. It is evident that UX evaluation bas

ing on users’ emotional experience is very important in the context of gaming experience.

Consequently, this study demonstrates how users’ neurological and physiological data have

an immense impact on users’ emotional experience. This article discusses an experimen

tal study in the context of serious games, particularly for a programmingbased mobile app

which provides valuable insights in this regard. These insights help to understand the ap

plicability of objective measures, particularly psychophysiological measures in the research

area of serious games that is concerned with UX evaluation. Moreover, the study explores

how emotional states can be inferred from neurological and physiological data by using

a proposed approach based on machine learning techniques which shows how a relation

between the broad area of UX evaluation and machine learning techniques is established.

The outcomes of this experimental study will greatly help to contribute in the field of HCI

for understanding how emotional experience of a user can be used to measure UX of an

educational serious game by using user’s neurological and physiological data.
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5.3 Thesis Limitations

Few limitations exist for this thesis which are described below:

a. Subjective measure is not considered for comparison: The emotions as classified

by the proposed extended machine learningbased approach have not been compared

with users’ subjective feedback regarding their emotional experience while playing

the serious game. As physiological and neurological data were collected every 15

seconds to infer emotions, so variation of emotion according to users’ subjective feed

back within that small amount of timeframe was not possible to collect reliably.

b. Only one application of a particular serious game context is evaluated for UX:

Serious games are intended towards different types of teaching and training programs.

This experimental study is concerned with educational based serious games which

falls in the domain of computer science. Computer science consists of a wide variety

of topics. Here, UX is evaluated for only a particular software application which is

aimed towards teaching basic computer programming skills.

c. Onlymobile application platform is evaluated for UX: There exists a variety of ap

plication platforms such as webbased, mobilebased, embedded platforms and such

[129]. Also, there exists crossplatform applications which are a basically a single

application distributed over multiple platforms for improving accessibility. The se

lected application of this research that is evaluated for UX is only based on mobile

platform.

d. Number of participants is not adequate: The total number of participants who

took participation in the experimental study was 25. As the evaluated application is

relevant to computer programming so the intended participants is required to have

some familiarity with computer programming knowledge. Although utmost effort

was provided to collect data from maximum participants possible from this particular

domain but the experimental study was conducted during corona pandemic situation

and so due to safety issues the number of participants were less.
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5.4 Future Work

There prevails a number of ways to enhance this research work in future. These are dis

cussed as follows:

a. Comparing the output of the proposed framework with users’ subjective feed

back: The future work would be to find a reliable approach to collect the subjective

feedback from users’ regarding their emotional experience within the defined short

interval of time. Afterwards, comparing the data of the subjective feedback with re

spect to the inferred emotional states from the proposed extended framework. This

will help to investigate any sort of deviation between emotional states basing on the

two types of evaluation methods, that is, users’ subjective feedback and outcomes

from the proposed framework.

b. Comparing among other similar programmingbased software applications: There

are different types of software applications available which is purposed for teaching

basic computer programming skills. Such similar programmingbased applications

can be explored using the proposed extended approach. This will result in a compar

ative study which will help to identify which UX elements are appreciated by users

and which creates unpleasant experience for them. Eventually, this type of findings

will lead to encourage UX designers for improving their designs in order to receive

better acceptability from users.

c. Increasing the number of participants with varying knowledge level: Recruiting

more number of participants for the experimental study is another work to be done to

enhance the findings of the research. The more the data, the more variety of trends

could be observed which will help to establish an argument more strongly. More

over, participants from different knowledge level of computer programming can be

included to find out whether any variation exists in UX assessment for varying knowl

edge level of a certain area of expertise. Thus, increasing participants with varying

knowledge level might bring a number of viable outcomes.
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d. Comparing applications distributed among different software platforms: UX is

evaluated in this study for a mobilebased application platform. As mobile devices

are considered to be handy, portable, widely used and a userfriendly computing de

vice, so a mobilebased application was selected for the purpose of UX evaluation.

However, applications are developed over a wide variety of software platforms these

days. Application developed on different platforms like mobilebased, webbased

etc. can be taken into consideration to explore whether the type of software platform

creates any impact on user experience while users interact with an application.

e. Using multiple number of neurological and physiological evaluation measures:

Neurological and physiological measures fall under the broad criteria of objective

methods of UX evaluation. Basing on the findings of the literature review, it has

been found that heart rate data as neurological measure and brain signal data as phys

iological measure are widely used for evaluating UX. Therefore, heart rate data and

brain signal data were selected for evaluating UX of the selected mobile application.

Only one type of measure of both neurological and physiological measure was used

for evaluation in this research. But, a lot more useful and variant findings could be

achieved from using multiple neurological and physiological measures which could

contribute to the field of UX evaluation greatly.

f. Using improved devices for collecting data: Two separate wearable devices were

used to collect the required data. These devices were easily available as well as com

forting for users. An activity tracker based smart watch called Mi Band and a headset

called Neurosky Mindwave Mobile 2 was used to collect heart rate data and brain

signal data respectively. The systematic literature review showed that these devices

are commonly used for this purpose. Hence, these devices were selected for data col

lection. Anyhow, more improved devices for similar purpose exists nowadays like

Emotive EPOC X [130] wireless device for collecting brain signal data, ProComp In

finiti System [131] for collecting both brain signal and heart rate data. Such improved

devices could be used to collect the physiological and neurological data more reliably

in order to perform a more accurate data analysis.
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g. Exploring other research opportunities: As from the systematic literature review,

it can be found that quite a good number of research opportunities have been out

lined; that includes exploring the significance of using a single or both evaluation

measures, investigating priority consideration in multimodal approach for evaluation,

a paradigm shift in technology for selecting evaluation measures, change in conven

tional comparative approach among evaluation measures, expanding research for less

evaluated application context, enhancing evaluation for different variety of a particu

lar application context, incorporating emotional experience as evaluation measure for

serious games, contextbased mapping with respect to evaluation measures and defin

ing a complete set of metrics for neurological and physiological evaluation measures.

Among these, one research opportunity relevant to the applicability of evaluation

measures for the purpose of UX evaluation of serious games has been investigated

through an experimental study in this thesis. Accordingly, some promising possibili

ties of research lie in the remaining variety of opportunities which could be explored

in future to bring out the fruitful findings and contribute to the research community

of HCI.
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Fig. A1. Word cloud for the keywords of the selected articles

Fig. A2. Word cloud for the titles of the selected articles
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Fig. A3. Aims and outcomes of the reviewed articles

Fig. A4. UX and usability evaluation measures with respect to number of articles

Fig. A5. Application type with respect to number of articles
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Fig. A6. Application platform with respect to number of articles

Fig. A7. Publication year with respect to number of articles

Fig. A8. Year wise publications based on research objectives
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Fig. A9. Year wise publications based on research outcomes

Fig. A10. Publication type with respect to number of articles
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Appendix B Data Extraction Table of SLR

Table B3: A mapping between evaluation measures with type and platform of applications

Evaluation
Measures

Application
Type

Application
Platform

Evaluation
Objective Ref.

Neurological

Ecommerce,
Advertising
campaigns,
HCIbased
applications

Desktop
based UX

[67],
[139],
[140],
[141]

Physiological

A digitized
web direc
tory, Gaming
experience,
Call center
operator,
Commercial
biometric
identity verifi
cation system

Desktop
based, Web
based, Client
server distri
bution system,
Workstation

UX and Usabil
ity

[132],
[69], [8],
[134],
[7], [6],
[68],
[75],
[135]

Neurological
and Physio
logical

Instrumental
musical
stimulus,
Advertising
campaign

Desktop
based, Mul
timedia,
Webbased

UX and Usabil
ity

[70],
[85],
[78],
[77],
[142],
[143],
[144]

Neurological,
Physiolog
ical and
Others

Social media,
Ecommerce,
Advertising
campaign,
Invehicle
information
system

Desktop
based,
Webbased,
Mobilebased,
Embedded
system

UX and Usabil
ity

[136],
[12],
[133],
[14],
[15],
[138],
[73]

Table B4: Research Type with respect to number of papers

Research Type No. of
Articles Percentage Ref.

Experimental
Study 18 66%

[12], [132], [133],
[85], [69], [8], [70],
[134], [7], [137],
[6], [136], [68], [67],
[71], [138], [75],
[135]

Conceptual Study 4 15% [139], [78], [140],
[73]

Literature Re
view 4 15% [142], [141], [143],

[144]

Case Study 1 4% [77]
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Appendix C Sample Dataset of the Experimental Study

APPENDIX C SAMPLE DATASET OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

STUDY
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Appendix C Sample Dataset of the Experimental Study

Table C1: Sample dataset

beat per 15 sec alphaLow alphaHigh betaLow betaHigh emotional state
18 29261 7274 16757043 88263 deactivated
18 100438 129658 100862 139764 activated
18 16760423 68667 24708 29698 activated
18 32103 13834 21764 10605 activated
18 15432 16760554 16774031 16770011 activated
18 16754732 16750650 16772870 16431 deactivated
18 10823 7474 3748 8448 activated
18 47808 27010 188865 108259 deactivated
18 186117 147886 138234 41797 activated
18 36440 40654 70870 16763791 deactivated
18 43774 182473 183974 211901 activated
18 298118 282607 132005 84459 deactivated
21 22911 7912 30607 7978 deactivated
21 223374 403035 96143 105460 activated
21 16761277 31103 19910 16759691 activated
21 16750554 16765826 16748972 16752940 activated
22 16772715 26228 24295 28589 activated
22 16771913 20304 4664 23992 activated
22 131427 154380 38573 16745883 deactivated
22 7413 4947 3452 24275 activated
19 40297 140860 223613 59361 deactivated
19 13024 43801 16745483 20741 deactivated
19 5953 13557 4364 8683 deactivated
19 11404 26451 16761888 24640 deactivated
20 96781 25671 77984 38098 activated
20 85186 30001 16751491 16767131 activated
20 16754115 29131 18656 16749955 activated
20 56213 91639 16774959 16757725 activated
20 16746096 68929 18637 23188 activated
20 9737 2868 2314 4084 activated
20 8450 10838 4042 4684 activated
20 6405 16749756 16748987 89173 deactivated
20 28770 16749808 28902 26546 activated
20 49465 16757498 76997 16762880 activated
20 16767045 12620 24447 25041 activated
20 21382 16751445 16760116 16756598 activated
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